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ABSTRACT
Two experiments were conducted in an attempt to occasion both positive and negative
contrast effects. The primary purpose was to occasion both decrements and increases in
responding following planned shifts in quality or magnitude of reinforcement. Participants were
children ages 7 to 16 years who were receiving therapy using Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)
and had a prior diagnosis of autism. In Experiment I, changes in responding were measured
following manipulations of reinforcer quality. Results indicated response patterns consistent with
negative contrast effects following shifts from high quality to low quality reinforcers, and
positive contrast effects following shifts from low quality to high quality reinforcers. That is,
responding in sessions following shifts from high to low magnitude reinforcers was lower than
rates of responding in previous low quality conditions. Positive contrast was less consistently
observed, but was seen as responding at higher rates during a second high-quality condition
relative to the first following exposure to a low-quality condition. In Experiment II, responding
was measured following shifts in reinforcer magnitude using a similar sequence of schedules as
Experiment I. Both positive and negative contrast effects were observed, although less
consistently than in Experiment I. Overall, the findings were consistent with the phenomena of
positive and negative contrast effects in that one schedule of reinforcement produced changes in
responding for a different schedule of reinforcement. Results were discussed in relation to the
ideas of behavioral contrast and studies of intrinsic motivation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Overview
Positive reinforcement is widely used to increase or maintain rates of behavior relative to
rates of the same behavior that have not received contingent reinforcement following their
occurrence (Kazdin, 2005), but there have been many arguments against the use of positive
reinforcement as being “best practice” (Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996; Koln, 1993). For
example, it has been argued that the introduction of contingent rewards such as money or food
following a certain behavior reduces the likelihood that this behavior will continue once the
reward contingency is removed (Akin-Little & Little, 2004). That is, following a period of
receiving a reward for engaging in a behavior, clients do not continue to engage in these
behaviors when the reward contingency is discontinued.
The reduced value of an activity following the removal of a reward contingency can be
considered as a behavioral contrast effect within the context of the operant perspective. Contrast
effects occur when the value of rewards change from some previous reward contingency level
experienced by the individual (Adamson, 1971). For example, an individual may be less willing
to engage in an activity for a certain amount or quality of reward when they have a personal
history of receiving higher level amounts or quality of reward. Abrupt shifts from high- to lowmagnitude or low- to high-magnitude quality of reward can occasion contrast effects (Flaherty,
1996). For the most part, this research has been conducted in laboratories using non-human
subjects (e.g., McSweeney, 1975).
In the current study, I will investigate whether shifts in the quality and amount of rewards
would lead to responding in the direction away from generalization (Lind, 2008; Reynolds,
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1961a; Zentall, 2005). I will provide a review of some potential negative side effects associated
with the use of positive reinforcement, noting the negative effect that the removal of
reinforcement contingences can have on rates of behaviors that had previously been rewarded,
such that rates of behavior are reduced compared to baseline rates before the reward-contingency
was introduced. Next I will describe the ongoing debate among researchers regarding this effect,
including researchers working from the operant perspective. Finally, I define contrast as per the
applied literature and outline the methodology for an examination of contrast effects so that our
understanding of the effects of reward and withdrawal of reward may be better understood.
Positive reinforcement has been widely used in the scientific literature (e.g., Camp,
Lerman, Contrucci, & Vorndran, 2000; DeLeon, Neidert, Anders, & Rodriguez-Catter, 2001;
Kazdin, 2005; Lalli et al., 1999; Piazza et al., 1997). Reward and reinforcement procedures have
been used successfully in a variety of settings with a variety of individuals across a range of
behavior topographies for reduction or increase, and the data strongly suggests that these reward
procedures are clinically useful (e.g., Camp, Lerman, Kelley, Contrucci, & Vorndran, 2000;
Kazdin, 2005; Rodiguez, Fisher, & Kelley, 2012). These procedures are used in homes, schools,
and other clinical settings where rewards can be earned by individuals and where consequences
of undesirable behavior can most severely impact the environment (e.g., 2005). In the literature,
the terms “reinforcer” and “reward” are often used interchangeably, but the terms do not
technically mean the same thing. The term “reinforcer” is a technical term. It refers specifically
to any event which, when it follows a response, increases the frequency of that response in the
future (Kazdin, 2005). The term “reward” is a more general term that is used widely in colloquial
speech. When used in this way, the term reward usually refers to a consequence for a behavior
that it is assumed will function as a reinforcer (that is, is assumed to be a preferred item). The
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term “reinforcer,” therefore, is a specific term that refers to the effects of a consequence of future
rates of behavior, where the term “reward” is less specific and refers more to the subjective
experience of the recipient than specifically to the rates of future behavior. In this paper, the
terms “reward” and ‘reinforcer” are used somewhat interchangeably, but distinctions will be
made when the terms are being used specifically to their meaning (i.e., when a “reward” is
specifically being discussed versus a “reinforcer”).
Other researchers have suggested that the benefits yielded by using reinforcement
programs are often negated by inherent side-effects of using reinforcement programs (Deci &
Ryan, 1985; Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996; Kohn, 1993). Programs featuring reinforcement may
conflict with popular humanistic and cognitive theories of psychology (Deci & Ryan, 1985;
Kohn, 1993). For example, the offering of rewards contingent on the individual engaging in
some target behavior may be considered a form of bribery in that rewards are often provided in
exchange for a specific behavior. Similarly, many parents and teachers may feel that this form of
intervention may lead their child to develop materialistic dependence, which will in turn lead the
child to begin expecting tangible rewards for tasks already under the control of natural
reinforcement contingencies. Parents and teachers may also not want to reward appropriate
behavior if the reward contingency was set up as a means of reducing problem behavior (i.e., the
child engaged in problem behavior and now can earn edibles in class). These side effects may be
the result of misuse of or misconception of rewards rather than inherent problems with the use of
reward contingencies (O’Leary et al., 1972). For example, the term “bribe” does not accurately
or appropriately describe the reinforcement process, or many adults would have to accept that
their paycheck is a “bribe” for doing their job (O’Leary et al.). In addition, the negative side
effects of using positive reinforcement can usually be abated through the careful fading of
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reinforcement contingencies such that natural reinforcing contingencies can take control once the
skill or behavior is in the individual’s repertoire (e.g., Kazdin, 2005; Kelley, Lerman, Fisher,
Roane, & Zangrillo, 2011; Tiger & Hanley, 2006). Finally, although reinforcing a child who
misbehaves may seem counterintuitive or contraindicated, reinforcement may be the most
efficient and effective means of teaching replacement alternative behaviors to engaging in
problematic behavior (Kelley, Lerman, Fisher, Roane, & Zangrillo, 20111; Thompson, Iwata,
Conners, & Roscoe, 1999).
One frequently cited negative effect of reward contingencies is that when reinforcement
is removed or reduced, an individual’s engagement with the task will drop to levels below those
observed in pre-reinforcement baseline. This effect has been widely debated in the literature
(e.g., Akin-Little et al., 2004). There have been many published accounts of this effect occurring
(e.g., Deci, 1971, 1972; Greene, Sternberg, & Lepper, 1976; Lepper, Corpus, & Iyengar, 2005),
leading some to believe that this effect is guaranteed (Deci et al., 1999b). As a result, some
would suggest that the use of contingent rewards should be avoided (Kohn, 1993, 1996).
However, there have also been many failures to demonstrate this effect published in the literature
(e.g., Akin-Little & Little, 2004; Davidson & Bucher, 1978; Flora & Flora, 1999; Reiss &
Sushinsky, 1975; Vasta, Andrews, McLaughlin, Stirpe, & Comfort, 1978; Vasta & Stirpe, 1979).
This has led others to conclude that this negative effect is inconsistent and avoidable (Balsam &
Bondy, 1983; Tang & Hall, 1995; Vasta, 1981).
The existing literature relevant to behavioral contrast exhibits several methodological
limitations which will be discussed in detail with reference to the most common models of
investigation.. Perhaps the most common model used to explain the post-reward response
decrements is that of over justification, which attributes decreases in responding to decreased
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intrinsic motivation (Lepper & Greene, 1976). In this model, the use of contingent rewards alter
an individual’s presumed motivation, resulting in his or her being motivated to engage in a
behavior or activity only for extrinsic gain and not for the satisfaction or naturally-occurring
reinforcement that results from completing the task itself (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Dickinson, 1989).
In several studies where this model was examined (Deci, 1971, 1972; Lepper et al., 1973),
subjects were provided with rewards contingent upon task engagement, and task interest
following the removal of the contingency were compared with either the pre-reward task interest
or with the interests of a control group that had no exposure to reward for task completion. The
methodology used in these studies provided other researchers with a methodological paradigm
for studying the effects of the use of contingent rewards on intrinsic motivation. Findings of this
research suggest that tangible rewards offered contingent upon the engagement of a target
activity lead to a reduced interest in that activity following the removal of the reward
contingency (Cameron, Banko, & Pierce, 2001; Deci et al., 1999a).
According to reinforcement theory, the removal of the reward contingency should result
in a decrease of responding compared to rates when reward contingencies are in place, but it
should only decrease to levels equal to levels of responding during baseline (Dickinson, 1989).
Post-reward response decrements below baseline levels are contrary to this expectation. Operant
researchers have responded by offering explanations that are behavioral in nature. For example,
satiation (Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996), distraction (Reiss & Sushinsky, 1975), and stimulus
control (Flora) have been used to explain this effect using operant principles. In general, results
of behavioral studies have failed to show post-reward response decrements (e.g., Akin-Little &
Little, 2004; Fisher, 1979).
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Social-cognitive research has examined this post-reward decrement phenomenon as a
result of intrinsic motivation almost exclusively using a between-subjects group research designs
in which test subjects experience just one trial of reward (Cameron & Pierce, 2001; Mawhinney,
1990). After having received a reward, subjects who spend less time on a task or rate a task as
less interesting following having received the reward are said to have experienced a decrease in
intrinsic motivation. These studies have been widely criticized for many reasons (e.g., single trial
application), but, in general, the most notable concerns include that research protocols fail to take
into account individual differences regarding task and reward preferences (Akin-Little & Little,
2004; Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996). By contrast, behavioral studies more commonly have used
single-case research designs featuring repeated application of reinforcement during
reinforcement contingency phases (e.g., Mynatt et al., 1978). Behavioral research results have
proved inconsistent with the results of the social-cognitive studies. However, they have primarily
served to undermine the reliability of the findings of the social-cognitive studies rather than
suggest answers as to under what conditions this post-reward decrement is most likely to occur.
The operant literature contains very few applied investigations of the conditions under
which response reductions below baseline levels are observed following the withdrawal of
reward or reinforcement. There have been, however, several studies that have examined this
phenomenon in non-human subjects, namely rats and pigeons. In this literature, post reward
response deficits are known as contrast effects. The concept of contrast suggests that the value of
a stimulus depends on reinforcement history, and the reinforcing effects of a stimulus are relative
and transitory as opposed to absolute (Catania, 1998). In this literature, a contrast effect is
observed when the organism is offered a moderate amount of reward following high levels of
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reward and response rate decreases to levels lower than previously observed under the moderate
reward contingency (Bevan, 1966).
The general findings of contrast studies has been that suppression of responding can be
elicited following specific shifts in reward. In these studies, for example, reward
satiation/deprivation, inter-trial interval (i.e., the amount of time separating shifts in reward
contingencies), and the sequence of reward shifts are all factors shown to influence the
occurrence of contrast effects in non-human subjects (Flaherty, 1982, 1996). Shifts between
disparate reward conditions may be particularly powerful in terms of producing contrast effects.
That is, the larger the difference between reward magnitudes, the more likely one is to observe a
contrast effect (e.g., Capaldi, 1972; Crespi, 1942). Similarly, contrast has been observed in
subjects following disparate shifts in high- versus low-preferred rewards. Contrast effects have
been seen when shifting both from lesser-to-greater and greater-to-lesser preference reward shifts
(e.g., Flaherty & Checke, 1982; Kobre & Lipsett, 1972). When reward magnitude or preference
are manipulated, the magnitude of the contrast effect is generally expected to mirror the
magnitude of difference between the pre-shift and post-shift stimuli. In other words, when the
difference in magnitude or preference is greater, the magnitude of the contrast effect is greater;
when the difference between magnitudes is smaller, the expected contrast effect will be smaller.
Theories of contrast and the experimental approached used to produce these findings may
account for some of the limitations of the intrinsic rewards in social cognitive studies. For
example, contrast theory is a simpler theory, disregarding the unobservable complex thought
processes used in intrinsic motivation studies to explain responding shifts (Adamson, 1971).
Contrast studies also offer better experimental control.
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Studies of contrast have rarely used human subjects. Among the relatively few contrast
effect studies conducted with the human population (e.g., ] Kistner et al., 1982; Kobre & Lipsitt,
1972; Nicholson & Gray, 1971, 1972; Roane, Fisher, & McDonough, 2003; Weinstein, 1970,
1971a, 1972; Weinstein & Collucci, 1970), even fewer were planned examinations of contrast
effects. Rather, unexpected findings were interpreted in light of contrast effects (e.g., Roane et
al., 2003; Wahler, Vigilante, & Strand, 2004; Walker, Hops, & Johnson, 1975). One notable
exception was a study by Lind (2008) in which children with developmental disabilities were
exposed to shifts in reward quality or quantity.
Purpose of the Current Study
The purpose of the current study is to extend the literature on contrast effects by partially
replicating and expanding upon an applied evaluation of responding following shifts in
preference (Experiment I) and the magnitude (Experiment II) of contingently applied rewards
(Lind, 2008). Similar to most basic studies of contrast, and unlike most previous applied
behavioral studies, the primary objective is to occasion decrements in responding following the
removal of or shifts in reward, and to occasion increases in responding following upshifts in
reward quality or quantity. I hypothesize that contrast effects will be observed in children’s
responding following repeated shifts between conditions in which low- and high-preferred
rewards are shifted or low- and high-magnitude of reward is shifted. Reductions in responding
following high-reward conditions lower than the responding observed in lesser reward conditions
will indicate negative contrast effects, or changes in the relative value of stimuli due to the
context in which they are experienced; increases in responding following shifts from low quality
or quantity of rewards to high quality or quantity rewards will indicate positive contrast effects.
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In the current study, as in the study by Lind (2008), some of the main features of previous
investigations of reward on intrinsic motivation were combined with some key features used in
previous investigations of contrast effects. As in many studies of the effects of reward on
intrinsic motivation, participants were children (e.g., Leppet et al., 1973; Vasta et al., 1978;
Vasta & Stirpe, 1979), and the value of a task was indicated by a participant’s level of
responding on a given task both before reward was introduced (baseline) and after. Sessions
sequences will be manipulated such that the first and third sessions of a four-session-sequence
will be low quality or magnitude reward, while the second and fourth sessions will be of high
quality or magnitude. Negative contrast effects will be demonstrated when responding in the
third session falls below levels of responding in the first session, and positive contrast effects
will be demonstrated when responding in the fourth session exceeds responding in the second
session. This rationale is consistent with the notion of contrast and the idea that stimulus value is
influenced by shifts in dimensions of reward and that low-value stimuli will actually decrease
further in value following experience with high-level stimuli.
A primary variable of interest in this study will be participants’ levels of responding
following changes in quantity and quality of reinforcement. The current study will use, as its
primary dependent variable, the number of responses completed, and will be measured through
progressive-ratio analysis. Progressive-ratio analysis refers to a methodology in which the
“price” of reward (what must be done to gain access to that stimulus) increases until the
participant reaches a point where the cost of receiving the reward (i.e., number of responses
required) outweighs the drive to receive the reward, and responding stops. This methodology has
been used successfully across a wide number of applied studies to assess stimulus value (e.g.,
DeLeon et al., 2001; Roane, Lerman, & Vorndran, 2001). For example, a participant may be
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willing to work for 1 minute for a reinforcer, but as the amount of work time required increases
gradually, the participant will eventually stop working because the amount of time required to
work outweighs the reinforcing value of the reinforcer. In this example, the participant may be
willing to work for up to 5 minutes for 1 reinforcer, but when the requirement is increased to 10
minutes, the participant stops responding. Because of its ability to accurately assess stimulus
value via the technological process of the procedure, the progressive ratio analysis will be used
in the current study.
In summary, the major purpose of this investigation is to add to conduct an investigation
into the effects of shifts in quality and magnitude of reinforcement on children’s responding. In
this case, methodologies devised by Lind (2008) will be partially replicated and expanded upon.
I want to determine if shifts between extremes of quality and magnitude of reinforcers will
occasion predictable contrast effects in the form of relative changes in stimulus value following
the application and removal of contingent rewards. The results of this study will also add to the
applied literature on contrast effects as well as intrinsic motivation literature.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The phenomenon by which rates of responding drop below baseline levels following the
application and removal of a reward stimulus is sometimes referred to as a negative contrast
effect (Flaherty, 1996; Garland & Staff, 1979; Levine, Broderick, & Bruckhart, 1983; Williams,
1992; Zentall, 2005), and while it has been observed in various studies, it is by no means a
reliable phenomenon in humans or the applied literature. The conditions which give rise to
contrast effects are, therefore, not fully understood.
The applied literature on post reward response decrements is described by both socialcognitive and behavioral reserach. In the social-cognitive literature, these post reward shifts are
explained as the result of decreased intrinsic motivation (Lepper & Green, 1976; Ryan & Deci,
2000). These studies generally use single-trial measures conducted within between-group
designs. In many of these studies, subjects are provided with rewards following activity
engagement. Their ratings of the activity are compared to their ratings before receiving a reward
(or are compared to a control group that did not receive a reward at any point for engaging in the
activity (Akin-Little & Little, 2004; Cameron et al., 2001). In general, results for these studies
have indicated post-reward reductions in task interest (Cameron et al., 2001; Deci et al., 1999).
Behavioral reserachers offer different explanations of this post reward decrease in
responding (e.g., Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996; Garland & Staff, 1979; Reiss & Sushinsky,
1975; Williams, 1980) and have demonstrated that this effect is by no means a consistent,
replicable, or reliable phenomenon (e.g., Akin-Little & Little, 2004; Davidson & Bucher, 1978;
11

Mawhinney et al., 1990; Vasta & Stirpe, 1978; Vasta et al., 1975). Participants in these studies
are often provided multiple trials of one or two activities during baseline. The amount of time
participants spend on each activity indicates activity preference (i.e., the activity in which they
allocated more time is consider more-highly-preferred than the activity they spent less time
with). The higher-preferred activity, as indicated by time allocation, is externally rewarded with
tangible reinforcers for several sessions. During the last phase the external reward is removed
and performance during this post reward phase is compared to baseline rates (Dickinson, 1989).
Results of these studies have shown that post reward rates of responding do not consistently fall
below initial rates of responding during baseline (Akin-Little et al., 2004; Flora, 1990).
Rather than attributing post-reward response decrements, when or if it occurs, to
decreased intrinsic motivation, several behavioral researchers have explained this observed shift
in responding as contrast effects (Garland & Staff, 1979; Levine et al., 1983; Zentall, 2005).
These effects are occasioned by sudden shifts in reward conditions. This phenomenon has been
repeatedly observed in the basic literature using such non-human subjects as pigeons and rats
(e.g., Flaherty & Largen, 1975; Flagherty & Rowan, 1986; Reynolds, 1961a, 1961b,; Padilla,
1971; Williams, 1992; Zeaman, 1949).
The current review describes the existing models and explanations for shifts in
responding following shifts in reward quantity and quality. It begins with studies investigating
the effects of reward on intrinsic motivation. It then focuses on alternative explanations of these
effects from a behavioral perspective, namely of contrast effects resulting from abrupt shifts in
quality or magnitude of reward. The review concludes by decsribing applied studies that have
evaluated contrast effects, including a description of methodologies employed that are common
to studies from each of the paradigms described.
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The following section is a review of social-cognitive studies describing post reward
response decrements as a result of decreased intrinsic motivation. It begins with a review of
seminal studies that have contributed to these theories, followed by a general description of their
methodologies. Notable results from these studies will be presented, with emphasis on how
abrupt shifts in magnitude or quality of reinforcement may affect participants’ subsequent reports
of task interest. The section ends with a review of the limitations of this research approach.
Social-Cognitive Theories
Social-cognitive theories describe much of human behavior as controlled by either
intrinsic or extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation refers to the idea that one engages in an
activity because one likes that activity, presumably due to naturally occurring reinforcement
effects of the activity itself. Extrinsic motivation refers to behaviors that are motivated by
external reward; that is, one engages in a behavior because of what one hopes to gain from the
environment (Deci, 1972, 1975). By providing external rewards contingent upon engaging in an
activity, these theorists predict that a subject will shift the motivation to engage in that activity
from intrinsic to extrinsic. Upon removal of the reward contingency, the intrinsic motivation is
said to have decreased, resulting in the individual engaging less with the activity than individuals
who have no history of receiving a reward for the same activity.
The first studies that investigated the effects of rewards on intrinsic motivation were done
by Deci (1971, 1972). In one Deci (1971) study, 24 college students were separated into an
experimental and control group and were presented with a problem-solving task (Soma puzzle).
The study used three 1-hr periods over the course of 3 days. Researchers recorded time spent
engaged in puzzle solving each day. For each session, participants were given 13 min to solve as
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many as four puzzles. Session 2 consisted of the experimental group receiving an additional
reward (i.e., money) for each puzzle solved, while the control group received no external reward
for puzzle solving. After several minutes into the session, the researchers left the room and
instructed the participants to do as they pleased (Session 3). The amount of time spent engaged
in the task during this free time was used as the measure of intrinsic motivation. Results
supported Deci’s hypothesis that subjects in the experimental group exhibited less task
engagement in the third session following reward than they did in the first session (pre reward).
This article, which first described the negative effects of external reward on intrinsic
motivation, also provided social-cognitive scientists a methodology for studying motivation and
reward. The results of this and related studies led to a belief that extrinsically motivated
behaviors are detrimental to an individual because they are not performed out of one’s own
interest in the activity itself (self-determined) but rather for what the environment will deliver for
engaging in the activity, which are not self-determined (Deci et al., 1991).
Another important study that contributed to the social-cognitive theory was done by
Lepper et al. (1973). In this study, preschool children who were promised a reward drawing
spent less time drawing during a post-reward follow-up session than children who were neither
promised nor received a reward. In addition, children who were promised and also received a
reward for engaging in the drawing task also spent less time drawing during the post-reward
observation than during their own pre-reward baseline.
Lepper et al. attributed the decrease in post-reward drawing to a decreased in intrinsic
motivation caused directly by the use of rewards. They explained this by describing the
overjustification hypothesis (Lepper et al., 1973; Lepper & Greene, 1976). This hypothesis states
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that one initially performs a task due to intrinsic motivation. Following the introduction of
external rewards, the individual now has multiple reasons to enjoy the task, and the initial reason
(internal motivation) is discounted in the face of numerous external reasons.to perform the task
(Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996). In other words, when reinforcement is introduced from outside
of the task, those naturally occurring reinforcers are often discounted.
Intrinsic motivation studies have exclusively used between-subject research designs
(Cameron & Pierce, 1994). In general, one of two methods have been employed. In one, the
measure of intrinsic motivation, task engagement, is measured by direct observation before any
reward is tied to the activity, or they use an indirect measure of intrinsic motivation in the form
of self-reports of interest in the activity (Cameron et al., 2001; Deci et al., 1999). Participants are
assigned to experimental or control groups; subjects in the experimental or reward group receive
extrinsic rewards during the second part of this methodology while control group members do
not receive extrinsic rewards for engaging in the activity. Finally the reward is withdrawn and
the intrinsic motivation to engage in the task with no external reward offered for either group is
measured. The mean differences in the measure of intrinsic motivation between pre- and postreward phases are compared statistically for each group. Statistically significant differences
between the groups or within the group across time are considered evidence of the effects of
reward withdrawal (Cameron & Pierce, 1994).
The second approach to the study of intrinsic motivation is the after-only between-groups
experimental design (Cameron & Pierce, 1994). This differs from the previously described
methodology in that in this design there is no baseline measure of intrinsic motivation. Typically
participants are allowed to engage in a task that the researchers presume they will enjoy doing
(i.e., puzzles, word games). Subjects in the control group receive no reward. Experimental
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subjects receive a reward based on either performing at a certain level or merely participating in
an activity. After rewards are provided, the participants are again allowed to engage in the
activity during a free play period, and researchers record and compare rewarded participants’
engagement with the activity with the engagement of the non-rewarded participants. A decrease
in intrinsic motivation is said to have occurred if the rewarded groups shows less interest in the
activity than the non-rewarded group during the follow-up observation.
Over 100 studies have been conducted investigating the effects of reward on intrinsic
motivation (Cameron & Pierce, 2001; Dickinson, 1989). In general, meta-analytic findings have
indicated that expectations for tangible rewards provided contingent upon task engagement or
performance (Cameron et al., 2001; Cameron & Pierce; Deci et al., 1999).
Relatively few studies have examined the effects of the amount and quality of rewards,
and thus the findings in meta-analyses have been limited and less consistent with respect to the
interaction of these variables with levels of intrinsic motivation. Enzle and Ross (1978) provided
78 college students with either high magnitude ($1.50) or low magnitude ($0.45) rewards for
working a series of puzzles. They found that participants who were offered the high level reward
reported less interest in the task than those who were given the reward unexpectedly (not told
they would receive the reward). Similar results were reported by Freedman, Cunnigham, and
Krismer (1992). The authors found that the higher the reward offered for performing a task, the
more negatively it was rated following removal of the reward contingency.
Studies examining the effects of children’s reward preferences have generated mixed
support for the overjustification hypothesis. McLloyd (1974) prompted 54 second- and thirdgraders to read either high- or low-interest books to receive high- low- or no-level reward.
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Results indicated that any level of reward results in decreased interest in reading during
subsequent free choice periods.
Williams (1980) found, however, conflicting results. Here “attractive” and “unattractive”
rewards for engagement with relatively preferred games were offered to 48 fourth- and fifthgraders. Rewards were rated by students. Results indicated response decrement following reward
removal only for those who received “unattractive” rewards. Those who received attractive
rewards experienced no decrease. These data suggest that highly potent rewards may actually
lead to post-reward performance increases, while less reinforcing or non-reinforcing rewards
lead to post-reinforcement decreases. These findings directly contradict theories of intrinsic
motivation described above.
The overjustification effect has been questioned in part due to inconsistent findings
(Dickinson 1989; Flora, 1990). Some studies using the paradigm have obtained results
inconsistent with the hypothesized overjustification effect (e.g., Flora & Flora, 1999; Scott &
Miller, 2001). Other critics point out that while some findings have been statistically significant,
the differences are small (Mawhinney, 1989). Deci’s (1971) findings were significant at the
p<.10 level, not the p<.05 level.
Critics (e.g., Mawhinney, 1990) have also suggested that the measurement phases are too
brief to yield complete understanding of the phenomena being studied (Cameron & Pierce,
1994). For example, most studies have just a single reward trial, and post-reward behavior is
measured just once. The few studies that have employed multiple trials have failed to find
evidence of detrimental effects of reward (Mynatt et al., 1978; Reiss & Sushinsky, 1975). Mynatt
et al. observed 10 first-graders for 9 days in baseline, 11 days of reward phase, and 9 days of
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post-reward observations. A second control group were observed for 29 consecutive days.
Researchers found no statistical difference between the task engagement during post-reward
phase, suggesting that extended observations do not support the previous intrinsic motivation
findings.
Previous researchers have referred to their study of rewards as a study of reinforcement
(e.g., Deci, 1972; Greene et al., 1976). However, to function as reinforcement, the consequence
must, increase the frequency of a behavior it follows (Skinner, 1957). In most studies, no
demonstration of this reinforcement effect is found in that no subsequent increase in the behavior
is demonstrated. Rather, the term reward is used to describe any presumed pleasant consequence
given, whether or not it changes behavior (Bernstein, 1990). Thus researchers (e.g., Flora, 1990)
point out that it is rash to denounce reinforcement procedures for undermining intrinsic
motivation when no actual reinforcement contingencies have been demonstrated.
Another issue with this line of research is the use of between-group research designs that
may not reflect the actual behavior patterns of individuals. Conclusions based on statistically
significant differences between groups may yield generalizable results, but the findings may lack
internal validity. For example, Mawhinney (1989) analyzed Deci’s (1971) study, examining each
individual participant’s pattern of behavior. He found that the reported average decrement
appeared to be the result very large difference for 3 individuals. Actual data indicated that the
individual decrements, if they existed at all, were typically small and influenced relatively few
participants. These results indicate that researchers must examine what factors influence
idiosyncratic responding before generalizing to larger populations.
Response Reductions from a Behavioral Perspective
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From a behavioral perspective, the removal of contingent reinforcement can have several
results on responding. Responding may, for example, return to levels observed prior to the
reinforcement phase, as would be predicted by reinforcement theory, which assumes that when
contingencies change from no reward to reward then back to no reward, rates of behavior should
shift to match those contingencies (Skinner, 1969). Another possibility is that behavior will
remain at an elevated state relative to pre-reinforcement levels during post-reinforcement phases
due to naturally reinforcing consequences being paired with external reinforcers. Also, rates of
responding may increase as in an extinction burst; during extinction bursts, previously reinforced
behaviors are no longer reinforced, and a temporary increase or burst in responding is observed
(Lerman & Iwata, 1995).
Williams (1980) suggests that external expectations may account for apparent decrease in
intrinsic motivation following reward removal rather than removal of the reward itself. In this
study, subjects received either attractive or unattractive rewards, while those in a control group
were only requested to engage in the activity. Response decrements were seen in both the control
group and the unattractive reward group. This explanation relates to an optimal duration model
of reinforcement, which suggests that organisms optimize the duration of engagement when free
of any constraints. The request and the unattractive reward functioned to upset this freedom to
behave optimally, resulting in response decrement (Mawhinney, 1990). This explanation also fits
with the disequilibrium theory (Timberlake, 1980) which generally states that any activity can
function as a reinforcer if the contingency schedule is arranged in such a way that the organism
can’t access this activity at baseline levels (and will therefore respond accordingly so that the
organism can access the activity at baseline levels).
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Flora (1990) suggested that social-cognitive studies are actually utilizing salient
discriminative stimuli to signal to participants that they are participating in a training program. In
these studies, participants received verbal cues that rewards would be made available and under
what conditions they are earned. Operant theory predicts that organisms will begin to respond in
the presence of these signal stimuli for reinforcement but not in the presence of no discriminative
stimuli (Skinner, 1953). Thus decrements in post-reward responding may in fact be explained as
discrimination training, and that removal of the instructions informing participants of the reward
contingency should result in removal of post-reward decrements. They tested this by testing the
effects of monetary rewards for college students based on finding words in a word search grid.
At the end of the reinforcement phase, 66 subjects were or were not told they would no longer
earn money for finding words. Between-group and within-group analysis indicated that only
those who were told they would no longer receive rewards exhibited post-reward decrements
below initial baseline levels. These results supported the discrimination training hypothesis.
Another effect of reward that may be interpreted as a change in intrinsic motivation is
satiation. Satiation involves a decline in desire to continue engaging in an activity after repeated
performance of the activity (Dickinson, 1989). Repeated contact with that reinforcement from a
reinforcing task may result in satiation and thus decreased motivation to continue engaging in
that activity. Contingent reward may expedite this process because this increases frequency of
engagement and thus contact with automatic reinforcers. It follows, then that interest should
return following sufficient periods of deprivation between task engagements. This is supported
by several studies reporting a failure to maintain post-reward decrements following multiple
post-reward trials (e.g., Vasta & Stirpe, 1979).
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Adamson (1970) stated that contrast effects can be predicted “whenever there is a
pronounced change from an established history of reinforcement,” (p. 160). In contrast theory,
each additional encounter with a stimulus provides a value that relates to its expectations through
relative comparison between results of the encounters (Adamson, 1971). Thus, the reinforcing
value of a stimulus is not fixed, but is always changing following each encounter with the
stimulus. With each encounter, the effects of previously encountered stimuli are reduced. If the
potency of a reinforcer exceeds the norm, it will be perceived as more intense, while the opposite
is true in that if the potency of a reinforcer falls below the norm, it is perceived as less intense.
Thus, the greater the difference between the perceived value relative to the perceived norm, the
more exaggerated the response (Adamson, 1971).
`

In the baseline phase of typical social-cognitive research of intrinsic motivation, a norm

is established for expected levels of reward with no external rewards offered. During the second
phase, the addition of extrinsic rewards may exceed the established norm, and responses are
strengthened based on favorable contrast following the comparison to baseline. When the reward
is withdrawn, the return to baseline levels of reward. Now, however, the baseline levels produce
greater negative contrast relative to the reward phase, which in effect lowers the potency of
engaging in the task with no external rewards linked to the behavior. This lowered potency
results in lower response rates relative to baseline. When such a negative change occurs and
responding decreases, this is called a negative contrast effect (Adamson, 1971). Thus, the
overjustification effect may also be described as a negative contrast effect (Zentall, 2005).
Garland and Staff (1979) reasoned that if this same pattern of responding could be
elicited in non-human animals, the overjustification hypothesis would be disproven in that it is
unlikely that lower order species would engage in thought processes required to justify choices
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based on multiple sources of reinforcement. In this study, 16 rats were observed for 1-hr periods
across days. After five baseline sessions with no reward, a five-session reward phase was
introduced in which rats were rewarded for running at or above their baseline pace. Upon
returning to the baseline condition where reward was unavailable, rates of running dropped to
below baseline rates and remained below baseline rates for 9 days. The authors interpreted these
findings as support of contrast effects rather than overjustification to explain the post-reward
decrease.
Contrast effects can be defined as changes in rates of responding in one condition that are
opposite from those in the second condition (Catania, 1998). Several different forms have been
identified.
Incentive Contrast of occurs when an organism overreacts to an increase or decrease in
level of reward relative to the control condition or control group that did not experience the
change in reward levels (Zentall, 2005). In studies using the successive paradigm, only one level
of reinforcer is available per trial. In simultaneous contrast paradigm studies, different stimulus
levels are simultaneously available during a trial, and each is associated with a different response
(Flaherty, 1982).
In studies using the successive contrast procedure, a subject is given training with one
level of reward and then shifted to a different level of reward using the same or similar response
(Flaherty, 1996). Typically the magnitude of reward (i.e., number of food pellets) is manipulated.
Some studies also examine the quality of a reward by training the subjects to engage in a
consuming behavior such as licking or sucking solution while the quality of reward is
manipulated (e.g., Flaherty, Becker, & Pohorecky, 1983).
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Studies by Crespi (1942) and Zeaman (1949) used the successive contrast procedure.
Crespi measured the running speed of 22 rats. One trial per day was conducted in which he
trained the rats to run through runways to reach either high or low levels of reward. One group
was trained to run for a 16-unit incentive. This was shifted to either 1 or 4 units and then shifted
back to 16 units. Their running speeds were compared to an unshifted 16-unit control group, and
the shifted rats’ running speeds were reliably higher than the unshifted rats. In another
experiment, rats were shifted from 256 or 64 units to 16 units. Their speed was compared to a
control group unshifted from 16 units of reward. In this case, downshifted rats ran reliably
slower, and the larger the downshift, the stronger the reactive behavior was.
Zeaman (1949) conducted a study evaluating rats’ latency to obtain reward. Zeaman
varied magnitude, giving one group 0.05 g of cheese and another group 2.4 g of cheese. After
several trials, the groups were shifted to the other reward level. The response latencies were
compared to rates during acquisition trials. Zeaman found both the depression effect as well as
the elation effect (Crespi, 1942), which is an increase in responding following an upshift in
reward. Zeaman (1949) referred to this depression effect as a “negative contrast effect” (p. 481)
and the elation effect as a “positive contrast effect” (p. 481).
This methodology has also been used to evaluate behavior changes following shifts in
reward quality. Vogel et al. (1968) exposed rats to either a high or low sucrose solution for
before downshifting the high quality group to a low sucrose solution. These rats demonstrated
less licking behavior than the rats that had the low sucrose solution throughout.
In most studies of this nature, negative contrast effects are demonstrated much more
reliably than positive contrast effects (Flaherty, 1982; Flaherty, 1996). This may be due the
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control group having already maximized rates of responding. For example, after experiencing an
upshift and increasing performance accordingly, there is not much room for increasing
performance when returning to high-reinforcement phases (to elicit positive behavioral contrast).
Simultaneous conrast differs from successive contrast in that two or more responses are
concurrently available during phases, each associated with a different level of reward. As in
successive contrast studies, reward magnitude is most commonly manipulated and typical
dependent variables are running speed for ramps. Bower (1961) conducted a study with 30 rats
using a simultaneous contrast design. In this study, one experimental group of rats received
eight pellets in one alley and one pellet in another. One control group received one pellet in both
ramps while another control group received only eight pellets in both ramps. While no
simultaneous positive contrast was found, simultaneous negative contrast was demonstrated.
That is, experimental group rats ran more slowly in the one pellet ramp than the control group
that had only one pellet ramps. The experimental group rats did not run faster in the eight pellet
ramp than the control rats that only had eight pellet ramps.
Behavioral contrast, as is referred to in the behavior analysis literature, has been defined
by Catania (1998) as “a change in the rate of one response that occurs when either the rate of a
second response or the reinforcement rate produced by that response changes in the opposite
direction,” (p. 384). A contrast effect occurs when the change in rate of one behavior during the
presentation of one stimulus is in a direction away from rate of responding during the
presentation of the other stimulus. Behavioral contrast is a product of a change in the schedule of
reinforcement, unlike incentive contrast which is a product of quantity or quality of a reward. In
basic studies of behavioral contrast, researchers typically use single-case rather than between-
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group designs, and typically use pigeons rather than rats or mice. In this case, rates of responding
during preshift baselines serve as the basis for comparison.
Reynolds (1961a) studied behavioral contrast using pigeon key peck rate as the
dependent variable. Using multiple schedules, pigeons first experienced two variable interval
(VI) schedules. When the schedules were the same, pecking allocation was equal to both sides.
When one side was changed to extinction (EXT) not only did responding decrease for that side,
but responding increased on the side not under EXT schedule. Reynolds therefore found that
altering one schedule changed rates of responding for both. Rate of responding in the altered side
changed, and rate of responding in the unaltered side changed as well, in the opposite direction.
Positive and negative behavioral contrast, in this case, can be defined in terms of the effect on
the unaltered component. That is, when the altered component side’s responding decreases and
the unaltered side’s rate of responding increases, this is defined as positive behavioral contrast.
The opposite is true in that when the unaletered side responding decreases as the altered side
responding increases, this is defined as negative behavioral contrast (McSweeney & Weatherly,
1998).
Although there are many differences between incentive and behavioral contrast, these
procedures do share some common components which leads to an identification of several
factors that reliably lead to their occurrence (Flaherty, 1996). Capaldi (1972) found larger effects
when trials were separated by 3 to 5 minutes versus a day. In behavioral contrast studies, the
inter-trial interval is nearly zero (Flaherty, 1996; Padilla, 1971), with greater magnitudes
associated with shorter inter-trial intervals (Lerman & Iwata, 1996).
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Another factor that affects contrast effects is deprivation prior to running trials. More
specifically, when operating under greater deprivation, contrast effects were more pronounced
(Flaherty, 1982, 1996). Ehrenfruend and Badia (1962) observed greater negative contrast effects
for running speed in rats that were highly deprived. Similar results have been found when
manipulating quality of reward. Rogers (1985) found that when rats were returned to
nonpreferred foods from a temporary preferred food diet, their food intake fell below levels of a
nonpreferred diet only control group.
Another factor affecting contrast effects is the amount of difference between the two
reward contingencies (magnitude or quality)(Flaherty, 1982, 1996). In incentive studies, the
greater the difference between magnitude or quality of schedules, the greater the contrast effect
(Crespi, 1942; Flaherty, 1996).
In behavioral contrast studies, the sequence of conditions and the durations of those
components play a large role in the strength of contrast effects seen. Shorter durations of
conditions presumably result in more frequent comparison between rewards, which in turn
produced larger degrees of both positive and negative behavioral contrast as a result of greater
fluency with schedules and rewards (Flaherty, 1996; McSweeney, 1982).
Applied studies of contrast effects share many similarities to the non-human animal
literature, although there have been relatively few of these studies performed with humans. Many
of these studies report contrast effects as unexpected outcomes due to stimulus conditions that
differed greatly (e.g., Johnson et al., 1976; Kelly & Drabman, 1977; Roane et al., 2003). This
often demonstrates itself in the literature through changes in behavior as a result of behavioral
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programming changes in one setting leading to unexpected changes in behavior (in the opposite
direction) in another setting where this change did not take place (Gross & Drabman, 1981).
Lovaas and Simmons (1969) examined the effects of removal of social attention and
application of electric shock on self-injurious behaviors exhibited by children with mental
retardation. Results showed moderate decrease following the removal of attention and powerful
decrease following the application of shock. Results also indicated increased rates of selfinjurious behaviors in environments where treatment was not being implemented. In a sense,
contrast effects represent a failure to generalize across settings.
Of the few planned applied evaluations of contrast effects, most have involved
responding using artificial activities (such as lever pressing). Ditkoff and Ley (1974) and Waite
and Osborne (1972) observed negative contrast effects and both positive and negative contrast
effects, respectively, in rates of human lever pressing. Obrien (1968) found positive behavioral
contrast for lever pressing when one lever’s schedule was changed to extinction.
Levine et al. (1983) asked 92 college students to rate their preferences for high-preferred
(money) and low-preferred (jigsaw puzzle) stimulus. They were asked to rate how much they
would enjoy receiving money or how much they would enjoy a jigsaw puzzle. The other group
received the same question but in reverse order. Results indicated that the low-preferred stimulus
was rated even lower when it followed the question about money. Similarly, the high-preferred
stimulus was rated as even higher when it followed the low-preferred question. These results
were described as contrast effects.
Roane et al. (2003) conducted an analysis of sorting response of a 14-year-old boy with
developmental disabilities. In this study, multiple shifts between baseline and reward conditions
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were carried out. During baseline, the subject was told to sort every 6o seconds with no other
contingencies in place. During reward phases, the subject was given 20-s access to two preferred
stimuli contingent upon successful sorting. During the first baseline, responding was variable. In
the first contingent reward phase, the rate of sorting unexpectedly decreased. Upon returning to
baseline, sorting rates increased to above baseline levels while rates in the reward conditions
continued to decrease. This phenomenon was interpreted as a contrast effect due to unfavorable
contrast between the baseline and contingent reward condition.
In a study by Fisher (1979), rewards were varied for inpatients contingent upon the
amount of time spent brushing their teeth. Rewards varied from 0, 1, or 5 tokens per week. The
schedules were varied over ten weeks, and followed the pattern: 0, 0, 5, 0, 1, 0, 5, 0, 1, 0. A small
negative contrast effect was found following the first downshift at week 4. This reduction was
not repeated for the second downshift at that magnitude, and smaller downshifts (e.g., 1 to 0) did
not produce a negative contrast effect. This may have been due to repeated exposure to the
varying schedules creating satiation effects.
One applied study that looked directly at occasioning contrast effects in human subjects
was conducted by Lind (2008). In this study, 4 children diagnosed with developmental
disabilities were exposed to shifts in quality or quantity of rewards. In both experiments, a
progressive-ratio (PR) schedule was used to find a break point for responding, and the schedule
increased by one trial. For example, participants had to perform a task at certain levels to gain
access to reward. At first, one response produced reward. This was increased by one as per the
PR1 schedule, and the participant had to perform two actions to gain access to reinforcers. This
increased until participants stopped responding, thus noting the break point in the PR schedule.
Lower post shift breakpoints following a downshift in reinforcer quality or quantity were
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indicate negative contrast effects, and increased break points following return to high-quality or
quantity reinforcers indicated positive behavioral contrast. Experiment I, in which reward quality
was compared, exposed participants to alternating triads of conditions per day, alternating
between nonpreferred, low-preferred, or high-preferred stimuli. In each case, the shift was made
from a lower preferred stimulus to a high-preferred stimulus, then back to low-preferred or
nonpreferred stimulus (such that the same quality of stimulus was experienced for the first and
third conditions of the triad). For one participant, Lind added a fourth condition in which a return
to the high-preferred stimulus was introduced. Results indicated that negative contrast effects did
occur for all participants. Positive contrast effects did not reliably or predictably occur. The most
reliable and potent negative contrast effects were observed when shifts were between the most
disparate levels of reward quality; that is, when shifting between nonpreferred and high-preferred
stimuli. Experiment II, which examined contrast effects with shifting reinforcer magnitude, did
not produce negative contrast effects as reliably as in Experiment I. Also, no fourth (return to
high magnitude) conditions were run, and thus no positive contrast effects were observed.
Summary
The post reward response decrement phenomenon has been explained in the socialcognitive literature as a decline in intrinsic motivation (Deci et al., 1999; Kohn, 1993). These
declines are considered contrast effects from the behavioral perspective (Garland & Staff, 1979).
Contrast effects have been demonstrated in non-humans following manipulations of reward
quality (e.g., Flaherty & Rowan, 1982), quantity (e.g., Crespi, 1942), or schedule (e.g., Reynolds,
1961a). While few studies with humans have intentionally elicited contrast effects, the results
from applied studies have generally agreed with results of basic research in that changes in
reward levels for humans can result in changes of behavior in other conditions, away from
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generalization (Fisher, 1979). Most applied studies have explained results in light of behavioral
contrast or have measured responses with no social significance. Further research is needed,
therefore, to understand under what conditions contrast effects occur, and to what magnitude
based on disparate reinforcement contingencies in place.
The purpose of the current study is to partially replicate and extend research performed
by Lind (2008) by replicating both experiments regarding manipulation of reinforcer quality and
magnitude to occasion negative contrast effects. The current study will replicate Lind’s general
methodology. Unlike the study by Lind, however, the PR schedule will be increased at a faster
rate (from PR1 to PR3), such that participants will need to perform more work more quickly to
gain access to reward. This will reduce potential satiation effects that may have affected both
experiments, especially the quantity of reward condition, as this potentially decreases the amount
of exposure to reinforcers. Another change between the current study and Lind (2008) is that a
fourth condition will be added to both experiments so that potential positive contrast effects can
reliably be captured. Another change in the current study relative to the study by Lind (2008)
will be the inclusion of only nonpreferred and high-preferred stimuli for the quality shift
analysis, and the inclusion of only low- and high-magnitude reinforcers for the quantity shift
analysis. This change will again reduce the number of exposures to reinforcers for participants,
and it should also produce more robust contrast effects. This change will also reduce satiation
with the instrumental task by reducing the number of times overall that a participant must
perform the task.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Experiment 1
Participants
Participants were 4 children with a diagnosis of autism. All participants were receiving
behavioral services in the New Orleans, Louisiana (and surrounding) area at the time of their
participation. All participants were able to communicate through vocal communication and were
ambulatory. While participants did vary in range of cognitive ability, all participants could
complete simple, 2-step demands and complete simple physical tasks as a prerequisite for
inclusion in the study. Names provided below are pseudonyms.
Walt was a 14-year-old boy with a diagnosis of autism and anxiety disorder. Walt could
communicate in 3 to 4 word utterances, either spontaneously or when prompted. He lived at
home with his parents and older brother. Walt was referred for services to decrease problem
behavior and increase communication and social skills. Walt engaged in hand-biting and
disruption, however he did not engage in challenging behaviors throughout the duration of the
study.
Charles was a 7-year-old boy with a diagnosis of autism. Charles communicated in full
sentences. He lived at home with his parents and younger sister. Charles was referred for
services to increase social communication skills and to provide shadow services at his school to
help aid him in completion of class activities.
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Adam was an 8-year-old boy with a diagnosis of autism and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Adam communicated in full sentences, both spontaneously and
when prompted. Adam would engage in frequent bursts of echolalia, however this did not disrupt
sessions. Adam was referred for services to decrease problem behaviors in the form of
aggression and disruption. Adam lived at home with his parents and older sister.
David was a 16-year-old boy with a diagnosis of autism. David communicated in 2 to 3
word utterances, often repeating a single word. David was referred to increase communication
and social skills as well as compliance with demands.
Setting
All sessions took place in the participants’ homes. All sessions were conducted in a room
separate from others, with only the participant and data collector(s) present during instruction
and trials. For all participants, sessions were conducted in the same area where typical behavioral
therapy sessions were conducted at the home.
Materials
Phase 1
The purpose of Phase 1 was to identify relative preferences for tangible and edible stimuli
by conducting a paired-stimulus (PS) preference assessment. Materials included all stimuli being
compared in the preference assessment as well as 4 in. square picture cards for all stimuli being
used in the assessment.
Stimuli were identified by reports from parents and caregivers, as well as direct
observation. Based on parent reports of preference as well as potential dietary restrictions,
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edibles, tangibles, or a combination were compared in the preference assessment. Each stimulus
to be used was paired once with every other stimulus such that choice between each pair of
items, and thus a preference hierarchy, could be established.
Phase 2
The purpose of Phase 2 was to identify tasks for the participants to complete during the
analysis. Tasks were those in which participants initially responded at moderate levels with no
programmed reinforcement, thus allowing for increases or decreases in rate of responding when
variables are manipulated. Materials included items specific to the tasks being analyzed (e.g.,
beads and string for stringing bead tasks; container and blocks for putting blocks in container
task).
Walt’s task was to pick up rubber bears from the table and place them in the container
next to the table. Materials included rubber bears and the plastic container.
Charles’s task was to match color cards. Materials included a deck of cards where
matches were based on similar colors versus 1:1 correspondence.
Adam’s task was to complete math problems using a calculator. Materials included a
worksheet with triple digit addition and subtraction problems, a pen or pencil, and a calculator.
David’s task was to string beads on a string. Materials included the container of wooden
beads and long piece of string.
Phase 3
Phase 3 consisted of the actual contrast analysis in which participants gained access to
stimuli upon completing a certain number of task requirements (e.g., beads strung). Materials
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included items required for the task as identified in Phase 2, nonpreferred (NP) and highpreferred (HP) reward stimuli as identified in Phase 1, picture cards corresponding for stimuli
functioning as rewards, and a data sheet. The picture cards for the reward stimulus were placed
in view of the participant during task completion. For all participants, the NP stimulus functioned
as the control stimulus.
Walt’s contrast analysis consisted of shifts between the NP condition (nothing) and the
HP condition. The HP stimulus for Walt was access to his iPad. For meeting schedule
requirements during the NP sessions, Walt had work stimuli removed from the table for 30 s.
When meeting schedule requirements during HP sessions, the work stimuli were removed and
Walt was given access to his iPad for 30 s.
Charles’s contrast analysis sessions consisted of shifts between NP and HP sessions.
During HP sessions, Charles earned access to 5 potato chips or Skittles candy, depending on the
choice Charles made for reinforcers at the beginning of the sequence. Once his choice was made,
however, these reinforces remained constant for the duration of the sequence. During both NP
and HP sessions, work stimuli were removed for 30 s upon completion of a schedule
requirement.
Adam’s HP contrast analysis sessions consisted of his earning his iPad upon completing a
schedule requirement while he earned nothing during the NP sessions. Work stimuli were
removed upon completing a schedule requirement in both NP and HP sessions. Additionally,
during HP sessions, Adam earned access to his iPad for 30 s.
David’s HP contrast analysis sessions consisted of his working for access to Skittles,
Goldfish Crackers, or Fruit Snacks, depending on his choice at the beginning of the sequence.
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Once a choice was made, however, this remained the reinforce for the duration of the sequence.
Work stimuli were removed for 30 s during HP and NP sessions following completion of the
schedule requirement.
Independent Variables
The purpose of Phase 3 was to determine whether shifts in preference for reward stimuli
would occasion contrast effects. During the analysis, preference conditions were sequenced such
that shifts between conditions were distinct (e.g., NP-HP). The first session of the sequence was
a NP session. This was shifted to a HP reward for session 2, then back to a NP session for
session 3. By focusing on disparate shifts in reinforcer quality, it was hypothesized that this shift
would elicit negative contrast effects. A fourth session was conducted with a return to the HP
condition. This upshift, it was hypothesized, would result in positive contrast effects. This final
HP session also tested for responding due to contrast effects rather than satiation with the task; if
satiation is responsible for changes in rates of responding, then rates shouldn’t increase when HP
reward contingencies return in the last session of the 4-session sequence.
Dependent Variables
The dependent variable was reward stimulus value as indicated by levels of responding
on the task under differing reward conditions. Like the study by Lind (2008), stimulus value was
measured with a progressive ratio (PR) analysis in which the value of reward increases within
each session until the participant ceased responding for a specific duration, yielding a breaking
point (Roane, 2008). In this case, the dependent variable included the highest PR schedule where
reward was earned (i.e., the break point). Data for each session was graphed separately and
visually inspected for contrast effects. Contrast effects were recognized when the break point
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increased or decreased in relation to previous levels following a reward shift in a previous
condition. Decreases from initial values were considered negative contrast effects, and increases
were seen as positive contrast effects.
Response Definitions and Measurement
Phase 1
During the PS preference assessment, two stimuli were simultaneously presented and
choice between the two was noted on the data sheet. Choice consisted of either touching the
stimulus or picture card or verbally stating which one is preferred. At the conclusion, preferences
were assessed by dividing the number of times chosen by the total number of times presented for
each stimulus. NP stimuli (picture of empty desk) were chosen 0% of presentations, while HP
stimuli were selected between 80 to 100% of trials.
Phase 2
Responding during this phase was measured by completion of a distinct behavior that is
particular to that task. For Walt’s bear sorting, one unit of task completion was defined as
placing 5 bears, one at a time, into the canister next to the table after picking up the bear from the
table. So, for example, to complete an FR1 schedule, Walt had to place five bears in the
container. To complete FR3 schedule, Walt had to place 15 bears in the container.
For Charles’s color matching task, one response was defined as matching one complete
set of 4 cards. Thus to complete an FR1 schedule, Charles had to match 4 cards. To complete an
FR3 requirement, Charles had to match 12 cards.
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For Adam’s math problem task, one unit of responding was defined as completing one
math problem. Thus to complete an FR9 schedule, Adam had to complete 9 math problems.
For David’s bead stringing task, one unit of responding was defined as stringing 5 beads.
Thus to complete an FR1 schedule, David had to string 5 beads. To complete an FR3 schedule,
David had to string 15 beads.
Phase 3
In this phase, accurate responding was defined the same way as in Phase 2. All sessions
began with the participant being required to complete one unit of work (i.e., FR1) to gain access
to a reward. This schedule was increased using a PR2 schedule. That is, the schedule was
increased by two upon completion, such that following successful completion of the FR1
schedule, participants were required to complete 3 units of work to gain access to reinforcement
(FR3). This then increased to a requirement of 5 units to access reinforcement. The breaking
point was graphed and inspected for contrast effects. Negative contrast effects consisted of
decreases in the break point in the NP condition following a HP condition or in the second HP
condition following the reintroduction of the NP condition; positive contrast effects were seen as
increases in the break point in HP conditions following NP conditions or in the second NP
condition reative to the first, following the first introduction of the HP condition.
Interobserver Agreement
Interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated for at least 30% of all trials in all phases.
Agreement was calculated by having a second observer independently record data
simultaneously with another observer. Their results were then compared. The number of
agreements was then divided by the number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplied by
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100, yielding a percentage of exact agreement. IOA was calculated for 33% of sessions for Walt,
50% of sessions for Charles, 33% of sessions for Adam, and 40% of sessions for David. Percent
agreements were 100, 100, 85, and 100% for Walt, Charles, Adam, and David, respectively.
The contrast analysis consisted of a single-case multi-element design featuring repeated
shifts, or reversals, between disparate levels of reward. This design allowed for the evaluation of
carryover effects in which responding in the postshift condition is influenced by recent reward
experiences in the previous condition. Unlike most studies of intrinsic motivation and incentive
contrast (Cameron & Pierce, 1994), this study will use a within-subjects design.
In addition, several key elements from other research paradigms were included in the
current design. By arranging sessions in sequences of four in which the first and third are NP and
the second and fourth are HP, there is a similarity with the before-after design used in socialcognitive studies (Cameron & Pierce, 1994). As in incentive contrast studies (e.g., Boyer et al.,
1979; Flaherty et al., 1983; Flaherty & Largen, 1975), the current study evaluated response
changes resulting from shifts in reward quality. Like studies of behavioral contrast (e.g.,
Reynolds, 1961a; 1961b), a single-case design is used. Sessions were conducted in groups of
four each day, with no more than 40 minutes between parts of the group. This theoretically will
increase the likelihood that effects from one session will carry over into another session.
Data was analyzed using visual inspection of graphed data points of break points for each
condition. This approach has been used widely in the behavior analysis literature, including those
using PR schedules (e.g., DeLeon, Iwata, Goh, & Worsdell, 1997; Glover et al., 2008; Roane et
al., 2001).
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Procedures
Parent and participant consent was first attained before beginning participation in the
study. Interviews regarding preference were conducted with caregivers, behavioral therapists,
and participants to identify preferred stimuli and tasks.
Phase 1
Lists of 9 tangible or edible reinforcers were generated based on results of the parent and
caregiver interviews. Each of these items was photographed and placed on a 4 in square card.
Next, a PS preference assessment was conducted using procedures described by Fisher et al.
(1992). Participants were presented with each stimulus and its card and allowed 30 s access to
the item (or to consume one item if it is an edible). The stimuli and their pictures were paired
once with every other stimulus and card. The two were simultaneously presented and the
participant told to “pick one.” Once chosen, the participant was allowed to consume the item for
30 s. Observers noted which stimulus was chosen for each presentation. If no choice is made, the
participant was prompted to try each stimulus again, then the pair will be represented. Trials
continued until all pairings were presented. A hierarchy was established by dividing, for each
stimulus, the number of times chosen by the total number of times that stimulus was presented.
The control stimulus was included along with the 9 stimuli to provide data that the control
stimulus is in fact a NP stimulus. In this case, the NP stimulus was a card with a picture of the
participant’s empty desk.
Phase 2
Tasks were identified based on interview results and direct observation of the
participants. Each task was required to lend itself to measurable units of responses, and
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participants must engage in the task to a moderate degree without external reinforcement being
offered contingent upon engaging in the task. For all participants, tasks were chosen that were
already part of their therapy repertoire and were considered near or at mastery level.
Phase 3
Prior to the start of Phase 3, units of task completion were identified for each participant
based on their baseline rate of responding in the absence of reinforcement contingencies. Upon
completing that schedule requirement, the schedule was increased by units of two. Thus the PR
schedule was PR1, PR3, PR5, PR7, etc. until the participant stopped responding for 1 minute.
During each session, the experimenter only explained contingencies, delivered rewards, or
arranged materials for the task. The picture card corresponding to reward for that condition was
placed within sight of the participant, on the wall, table or floor. Immediately upon completing a
schedule requirement, work stimuli were removed and they gained access to preferred stimuli
(HP sessions).
At the start NP sessions, the experimenter showed the picture card for the control
stimulus and said, “If you want to earn this, which is nothing, you have to complete the task ___
number of times. You don’t have to do anything if you don’t want to.” No further prompts were
provided to complete the task. Following 30 s, the experimenter then stated the new schedule
requirement. This process was repeated until the participant stopped responding for 1 minute.
HP sessions were similarly conducted, except in this case the reward stimulus and
corresponding picture cards were the HP stimulus. At the start of session, the experimenter said,
“You have to do [amount of work required for schedule] to get [HP reward]. But you don’t have
to if you don’t want to.”
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For all conditions, no prompting was provided to engage in the task. In addition, no
praise was delivered for responding. There were no programmed consequences for problem
behavior other than blocking (if necessary) and ignoring. In general, problem behavior occurred
only once during Adam’s sessions and it did not interfere with responding.
Experiment II
Experiment II was similar procedurally to Experiment I, however while Experiment I
attempted to occasion contrast effects through manipulation of reinforcer quality, Experiment II
attempted to occasion contrast effects by manipulating quantity of reinforcement.
Participants
The same participants (Walt, Charles, Adam, and David) participated in Experiment II as
in Experiment I. In addition, sessions were run in the same space as session for Experiment I.
Materials
Phase 1
The goal of Phase I was to identify a HP stimulus to use in the contrast analysis. Because
all of the participants were the same as in Experiment I, the same results from the previous PS
assessment were used for Experiment II.
Phase 2
As in Experiment I, the goal of Phase 2 was to identify tasks to be used in the contrast
analysis. Again, because the same participants were sued in Experiment II as in Experiment I, the
same tasks were used during the contrast analysis.
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Phase 3
Phase 3 consisted of the contrast analysis. In this case, magnitude of reinforcement was
compared using PR schedules in a similar process as Experiment I. In this case, picture cards
were developed showing high magnitude (HM) and low magnitude (LM) rewards. For example,
for access to the iPad for Walt and Adam, LM sessions showed a small picture of the iPad with
“15s” written below. During HM sessions, the card depicted a larger picture of the iPad with
“90s” written underneath. For edibles, the LM session cards depicted a single edible (e.g., one
chip or Skittle), while the HM sessions showed six chips or Skittles).
Independent Variables
Phase 3 attempted to determine if shifts in magnitude of reinforcement would elicit
contrast effects. Thus the primary independent variables were stimulus magnitude and shifts
between conditions in which low or high magnitudes of reinforcement are available. For edible
stimuli, magnitude was the number of stimuli received for completing the PR schedule
requirement. For tangible stimuli, the magnitude was the amount of access time given with the
stimulus. In both cases, LH and HM differed by a factor of 6. For example, for a tangible reward
LM was 15 s and HM was 90 s. For edible stimuli, LM was 1 piece and HM was 8 pieces.
As in Experiment I, conditions shifted from LM to HM to LM (producing possible
negative contrast effects) to HM (producing possible positive contrast effects).
Dependent Variables
\

As in Experiment I, the dependent variable is the stimulus value as indicated by

responding under low- and high-magnitude reward contingencies. PR analysis was used in this
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experiment as well, noting break point of responding. Lower break points in the second LM
condition would constitute a negative contrast effect, while increased break point in the second
HM condition constituted a positive contrast effect. Similarly, a higher break point in the second
LM session constituted a positive contrast effect, while a lower break point in the second HM
condition constituted a negative contrast effect.
Response Definitions and Measurement
Phase 1
Results from previous PS assessments from Experiment I were used during Experiment
II.
Phase 2
Response definitions for Phase 2 of Experiment II were identical to those used in Phase 2
of Experiment I.
Phase 3
Response definitions were the same as in Experiment I. Again, sessions started with PR1
schedule and were increased by 2 as schedule requirements were met and rewards were
delivered.
Interobserver Agreement
Interobserver agreement was collected for at least 30% of sessions. The process for
collecting agreement data and calculating agreement percentages was identical to those used in
Experiment I. Exact IOA was calculated for 35, 33, 33, and 40% of sessions for Walt, Charles,
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Adam, and David, respectively. Exact agreement was 100%, 100%, 100% and 95% for Walt,
Charles, Adam, and David, respectively.
\

As in Experiment I, a single-case multi-element design will be sued for the contrast

analysis. As in Experiment I, break points for responding during the PR schedules will be
graphed and visually inspected to assess in negative and/or positive contrast effects occurred
within a given 4-session sequence.
Procedures
Phase 1
Results from Phase 1 of Experiment were used for Experiment II.
Phase 2
Tasks used in Experiment I were used in Experiment II.
Phase 3
Procedures during this phase matched those of Phase 3 of Experiment I, with a few key
exceptions. Prior to the start of session, the picture card associated with the magnitude of reward
to be earned was presented and placed within sight of the participant. For all sessions, the
experimenter stated exactly how much of the reinforcer will be earned and exactly what the
schedule requirement to earn that level of reinforcer was. As schedule requirements were met,
the researcher immediately delivered the amount of reward appropriate for that condition. Again,
there was no prompting to engage in the task outside of initial instructions and no praise was
delivered for task engagement.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Experiment I
Results of Experiment I indicate both negative and positive contrast occurred within 4session sequences. When break points were lower for the second NP session of a NP-HP-NP
sequence, a negative contrast effect was said to be observed. When NP break points were the
same across NP-HP-NP sessions, no change was said to be observed. When break points
increased for the second NP session of the sequence, an increase was said to be observed.
Similarly, an increase in break points for the second HP session was observed in a HP-NP-HP
sequence, a positive contrast effect was said to be observed. Similar interpretations for no change
and decreasing patterns were used as for NP-HP-NP sessions.
For all graphs of results of contrast analyses, the open circle data path represents the
break point for sessions where the non-preferred item was made contingently available, and the
closed square data path represents the break point during sessions where the highly-preferred
stimulus was delivered following participants meting the specific criteria. Each group of four
sessions (e.g., NP-HP-NP-HP) is separated by a dashed line to group these sessions together as
one unit. Within each group of four sessions, two triads can be assessed (i.e., NP-HP-NP and
HP-NP-HP). The first triad of each four-session group can be assessed for contrast effects for the
NP condition (i.e., NP-HP-NP) and the last three sessions of each group of four can be assessed
for contrast effects for the HP condition (i.e., HP-NP-HP). Negative contrast effects are defined
here as a decrease in responding between the first and third session. For example, if the second
NP session of the NP-HP-NP triad has a lower break point than the first NP session, a negative
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contrast effect has been observed. Positive contrast effects are defined here as an increase in
break point between the first and third session of a triad (e.g., HP-NP-HP). For example, if the
break point is higher for the last HP session compared to the first HP session, a positive contrast
effect has been observed.
Generally speaking, within each four-session group, if session 3 has a lower break point
than session 1, a negative contrast effect has been observed. If session 4 has a higher break point
than session 2, a positive contrast effect has been observed. In addition, it is expected that break
points will generally be higher in the HP conditions relative to the NP conditions. The tird 4session sequence of Walt’s data demonstrates these anticipated results. While these are the
anticipated results, it is possible that positive contrast effects can be displayed between session 1
and 3 and that negative contrast can occur for the second triad (between sessions 2 and 4).
Across all participants, negative contrast between NP-HP-NP sessions were observed in
14 of 18 sequences (78%). Positive contrast was observed for 12 of 18 HP-NP-HP sequences
(67%). For NP-HP-NP sequences, 2 of 18 sequences were observed with no change (11%) and 2
of 18 sequences were observed with increases (11%). For the HP-NP-HP sequences, decreasing
patterns were observed for 6 of 18 sequences (33%).
While both negative and positive behavioral contrast effects were observed for all
participants, idiosyncratic responding patterns prevented reliable prediction of when negative or
positive behavioral contrast effects would be observed.
The results of Walt’s preference assessment are presented in Figure 1. The control
stimulus was selected for 0% of occasions and functioned as the NP stimulus. The iPad was
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Figure 1. Results of Walt’s PS preference assessment.
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selected for 100% of trials. It along with Potato Chips (80%) and Skittles (80%) met criteria to
function as HP stimuli. Walt chose the iPad consistently as his reinforce throughout sessions.
Results of Walt’s contrast analysis are presented in Figure 2. Negative contrast effects
were observed across all four NP-HP-NP-HP sequences (100%). Additionally, positive contrast
effects were observed for 50% of sequences. Walt showed the pattern of seeing no positive
contrast during the first two sequences, then demonstrating positive contrast across the latter two
sequences. On average, Walt had a breaking point of 4.25 for NP sessions and 6.26 for HP
sessions. In addition, the average size of the negative contrast effect across all sequences where a
negative contrast effect was demonstrated was 4. This was calculated by subtracting the smaller
breaking point from the larger breaking point, then averaging the differences across sequences.
The average size of the positive contrast effects across all sequences where a positive contrast
effect were demonstrated was 5. This was calculated by averaging the differences between the
first and second HP sessions.
Results of Charles’s PS preference assessment are presented in Figure 3. Charles chose
the control stimulus 0% of trials, thus it functioned as the NP stimulus. Potato chips (100%),
Skittle (90%) and M&Ms (80%) all met criteria to function as HP stimuli. Charles was given a
choice at the beginning of a sequence as to which stimulus he wanted to receive upon completing
a schedule requirement.
Results of Charles’s contrast analysis are presented in Figure 4. Negative contrast effects
were observed in 100% of NP-HP-NP sequences. Positive contrast effects, as defined as higher
responding in the second HP session relative to responding during the first HP session of an
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Figure 2. Results of Walt’s contrast analysis from Experiment I showing break point.
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Figure 3. Results of Charles’s PS preference assessment.
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Figure 4. Results of Charles’s contrast analysis from Experiment I showing break point.
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HP-NP-HP sequence, were observed in 3 of 4 sequences (75%). Similarly to Walt,
Charles’s responding did not produce a positive contrast effect for the first session but did
demonstrate this effect for the final 3 sequences. On average, Charles had a breaking point of 4.9
for NP sessions and 7.75 for HP sessions. Charles had an average negative contrast effect size of
2.25, while there was an average positive contrast effect size of 2.33.
Results of Adam’s preference assessment are shown in Figure 5. He chose his iPad 100%
of trials, and chose cookies and Skittles for 80% of opportunities, thus all 3 met criteria to
function as HP stimuli. The control stimulus was chosen 0% of trials and functioned as the NP
stimulus.
Results of Adams’s contrast analysis are shown in Figure 6. Adam demonstrated negative
contrast in 3 of 5 sequences (60%) and positive behavioral contrast in 3 of 5 sequences (60%).
No change was observed for 1 of 5 (20%) NP-HP-NP sequences, and increasing responding was
seen in 1 of 5 (20%) of NP-HP-NP sequences. Adam’s responding did not follow the same
general pattern as Walt and Charles, with failure to demonstrate positive and negative contrast
effects occurring after the first sequence. On average, Adam had a breaking point of 2.3 for NP
sessions and 5.6 for HP sessions. Adam had an average negative contrast effect size of 5, while
there was an average positive contrast effect size of 4.
Results of David’s preference assessment are demonstrated in Figure 7. Skittles (100%),
Goldfish Crackers (80%) and Fruit Snacks (80%) all met criteria and could function as HP
stimuli. The control stimulus was selected 0% of trials and functioned as the NP stimulus.
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Figure 5. Results of Adam’s PS preference assessment.
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Figure 6. Results of Adam’s contrast analysis from Experiment 1 showing break point.
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Figure 7. Results of David’s PS preference assessment.
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Results of David’s contrast analysis are shown in Figure 8. Negative contrast effects were
observed in 3 of 5 sequences (60%). No change was observed in 1 of 5 sequences (20%), and
increasing responding was seen in 1 of 5 (20%) of sequences. Positive contrast effects were
observed for 4 of 5 sequences (80%). David’s general pattern of responding was similar to Adam
for negative contrast effect in that it was demonstrated in the first sequence. The pattern of
responding for positive contrast effects was similar to that of Walt and Charles in that the first
sequence did not demonstrate the positive contrast effect. On average, David had a breaking
point of 4.6 for NP sessions and 7.2 for HP sessions. David had an average negative contrast
effect size of 3.33, while there was an average positive contrast effect size of 2.25.
Experiment II
Results from Experiment II were roughly comparable to those found in Experiment I.
Negative contrast effects occurred more frequently than positive contrast effects. Also, similar to
results in Experiment I, no clear pattern of responding was found across participants, but rather
seemed somewhat idiosyncratic in nature.
Across all participants, negative contrast effects were demonstrated from LM-HM-LM
sequences for 14 out of 20 sequences (70%). Positive contrast effects as defined by increased
responding in the second HM session relative to the first following the introduction of a LM
session between, were seen in 10 out of 20 sequences (50%). No change in responding was
observed in 2 of 20 sequences (10%), both of which occurrence with the LM-HM-LM sequence.
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Figure 8. Results of David’s contrast analysis from Experiment I showing break point.
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Results of Walt’s contrast analysis for Experiment II are presented in Figure 9. Negative
contrast effects were observed across 4 of 5 LM-HM-LM-HM sequences (80%). Additionally,
positive contrast effects were observed for 3 of 5 sequences (60%). Walt showed a somewhat
similar pattern of responding as in Experiment I, with no demonstration of positive contrast
during the first sequence. On average, Walt had a breaking point of 2.7 for LM sessions and 5.6
for HM sessions. The average size of the negative contrast effect across all sequences where a
negative contrast effect was demonstrated was 2.75. The average size of the positive contrast
effects across all sequences where a positive contrast effect were demonstrated was 3.67. This
was calculated by averaging the differences between the first and second HM sessions from
sessions where positive contrast effects were demonstrated.
Results of Charles’s contrast analysis are presented in Figure 10. Negative contrast
effects were observed in 60% of LM-HM-LM sequences. Positive contrast effects, as defined as
higher responding in the second HM session relative to responding during the first HM session
of a sequence, were observed in 2 of 5 sequences (40%). On average, Charles had a breaking
point of 2.4 for LM sessions and 4.3 for HM sessions. Charles had an average negative contrast
effect size of 2.0, while there was an average positive contrast effect size of 3.0.
Results of Adams’s contrast analysis are shown in Figure 11. Adam demonstrated
negative contrast in 2 of 5 sequences (40%) and positive behavioral contrast in 3 of 5 sequences
(60%). No change was observed for 1 of 5 (20%) LM-HM-LM sequences, and increasing
responding was seen in 1 of 5 (20%) of LM-HM-LM sequences. On average, Adam had a
breaking point of 4.6 for NP sessions and 6.9 for HP sessions. Adam had an average negative
contrast effect size of 3.33, while there was an average positive contrast effect size of 2.
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Figure 9. Results of Walt’s contrast analysis from Experiment II showing break point.
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Figure 10. Results of Charles’s contrast analysis from Experiment II showing break point.
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Figure 11. Results of Adam’s contrast analysis from Experiment II showing break point.
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Results of David’s contrast analysis are shown in Figure 12. Negative contrast effects
were observed in 4 of 5 sequences (80%). Increasing responding was seen in 1 of 5 (20%) of
LM-HM-LM sequences. Positive contrast effects were observed for 3 of 5 sequences (60%).
Decreasing responding patterns were seen in 2 of 5 sequences (40%). The pattern of responding
for positive contrast effects was similar to that of Walt, Charles, and David during Experiment I
in that the first sequence did not demonstrate the positive contrast effect. On average, David had
a breaking point of 6.3 for NP sessions and 6.9 for HP sessions. David had an average negative
contrast effect size of 4.75, while there was an average positive contrast effect size of 4.25.
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Figure 12. Results of David’s contrast analysis from Experiment II showing break point.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
From one perspective, reduced responding in a condition following the introduction of a
reward contingency relative to responding for the same reinforcement schedule before the
introduction of a HP reward may be considered the result of the individual finding the
consequence (in this case, no reward) less appealing than receiving a reward for completing the
same task (Adamson, 1971). Similarly, responding that increases in a HP reward contingency
relative to a NP reward contingency can be seen as the result of behavior changing to match the
more-appealing schedule of HP sessions. This effect can be considered contrast effects. The
existence of negative and positive contrast effects have been repeatedly demonstrated in the
basic literature, with negative contrast effects being most commonly demonstrated following a
downshift in reward quality or magnitude and positive contrast effects following an upshift in
reward quality or magnitude (e.g., Crespi, 1942; Flaherty & Checke, 1982). This idea has not
been thoroughly examined in human participants, resulting in the present studies in which these
effects were demonstrated among human participants.
The current study combined aspects of research methodologies from the basic literature
as well as methodologies in previous examples of applied testing for contrast effects (Lind,
2008). Specifically, disparate reward contingencies were directly compared in an alternating
fashion, with HP and NP stimuli being compared in Experiment I and HM and LM reward
contingencies compared in Experiment II. In all cases, rewards were held constant in that only
items selected and consumed for at least 80% of trials were used as HP or HM stimuli, and only
items chose 0 % of trials were used as NP stimuli. Sessions were arranged in a specific order to
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first compare responding from NP to HP to NP sequences (negative contrast effects) and HP to
NP to HP sequences (positive contrast effects) for Experiment I. Similarly, for Experiment II,
sequences were arranged such that the first three sessions of LM-HM-LM occasioned potential
negative contrast effects while the last three sessions of HM-LM-HM sequences occasioned
opportunities to demonstrate positive contrast. Negative contrast effects were defined as
responding in the second NP (Experiment I) or LM (Experiment II) conditions had lower
breaking points than responding in the first NP or JM condition. Similarly, positive contrast
effects were defined as higher responding in the second HP (Experiment I) or HM (Experiment
II) conditions relative to the first HP or HM sessions.
In the following sections, I discuss response patterns for Experiment I and Experiment II
with possible explanations for response patterns. I then discuss how these findings relate to
current literature on contrast effects and responding following the withdrawal of reward
contingencies. Finally I discuss potential limitations of the current study and directions for future
research.
Experiment I
Experiment I examined patterns of responding when the same task produced different
qualities of reinforcement. Results indicated that negative and positive contrast effects, as
defined for the purposes of this study, were elicited for the majority of NP-HP-NP-HP
sequences. That is, the most common result of shifting from a NP to a HP condition was a
decrease in responding during the second NP condition relative to the first. Similarly, the most
common result of shifting from a NP to a HP condition was an increase in responding for the
second HP condition relative to the first HP condition. Other response patterns included no
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change in break point between the first and second NP conditions as well as an increase in
responding for the second NP condition relative to the first. These results were far less common,
though. As previously stated, No change was only observed for 11% of NP-HP-NP sequences
and increases were seen only for 11% of these sequences as well. While a slightly higher
percentage of HP-NP-HP sequences resulted in a decrease in responding for the second HP
session (33%), 67% of sequences did demonstrate positive contrast. These results are overall
consistent with basic studies of contrast effects (e.g., Flaherty, 1996) as well as intrinsicmotivation studies (e.g., Deci, 1971).
In general, responding patterns followed the degree of reward available during a session.
That is, responding was generally higher during sessions when reward quality was higher. This is
to be expected based on reinforcement theory (Fisher et al., 1992). The clearest examples of
behavioral contrast were the cases where responding not only showed positive and negative
contrast effects, but also response levels that coincided with the relative quality of reinforcers
(i.e., higher levels of responding for HP versus NP sessions, overall). Several sequences, though,
did not demonstrate this phenomenon. For example, 2 of 4 of Walt’s and Charles’s sequences
show initial responding for the first NP sessions higher than those of the subsequent NP and HP
sessions. For 1of 5 sequences for Adam and David, responding was higher across all NP
sessions than HP sessions. While the majority of sequences met the definition for negative and
positive contrast effects, it is less convincing that behavioral contrast alone was responsible for
these shifts for sequences in which NP responding was not lower than HP responding. One
possible explanation for this pattern of responding is that each first NP session was the first
session of the sequence for the day, thus responding may have been slightly elevated relative to
the other sessions due to the relative novelty of the task compared to later sessions in the
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sequence for the day. Another possible explanation is that satiation with the HP stimulus may
have resulted in decreased responding during HP sessions. More specifically, encountering the
HP stimulus several times may have initially resulted in an increase in responding to gain access
to the item, but reinforcing effectiveness of the stimuli decreased over time resulting in
responding lower than if the task alone were being performed, due possibly to a combination of
fatigue with the task and satiation with the reward.
Another pattern of responding that occurred in several sequences was a general decrease
in responding across all 4 sessions in the sequence. In these cases, responding may not have been
entirely the result of behavioral contrast, but rather may have been the result of satiation with
reinforcers or the task (Dickenson, 1989). This explanation seems most pertinent to those cases
where positive contrast effects were not observed. This makes sense when considering that the
last HP sessions occurred following multiple completions of the same task and coming into
contact multiple times with the HP reinforcer.
Another potential explanation for the sequences where negative and/or positive contrast
effects were not observed (22% and 33%, respectively) is that the single session methodology
may have affected results. More specifically, negative contrast effects and positive contrast
effects may have been more pronounced if participants had received multiple experiences with
the reward contingency such that the quality of reward may have been more frequently
experienced and (presumably) internalized, resulting in responding that may have better matched
contrast theory. While the single session shifts were conducted in this study to potentially
decrease satiation and practice effects for the task by decreasing the total number of times a task
had to be performed per sequence, as well as to allow all 4 sessions of a sequence to be run in
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one day, repeated exposure to each condition prior to a shift may have produced more
predictable results.
Across sequences, patterns of responding were also not predictable for 2 or 4 participants.
That is, for Walt and Charles, response patterns across sequences was somewhat predictable in
that negative contrast effects were observed for all sequences and positive contrast effects were
observed following the first sequence. These patterns of responding did not hold true for Adam
and David, however, in which failures to demonstrate negative and/or positive contrast occurred
in the middle or end of the series of sequences. One explanation for this idiosyncratic responding
among series of sequences is that with each sequence being run on a different day, responding
may have been affected by external factors specific to that day. For example, one failure to
demonstrate negative and positive contrast occurred for Adam on a day when responding was
low across all sessions, possibly due to his having not slept on the previous night. That is, other
factors such as general fatigue, medications, family issues may have influenced how willing a
participant was to work on a given day, thus resulting in a potential failure to demonstrate
positive or negative contrast effects.
Another potential explanation for unexpected patterns of responding in Experiment I was
that reinforcer effectiveness decreased over time. That is, satiation emerge within a sequence but
could also carry over to sequences run of separate days if the break between sequences was not
great enough. While this holds true theoretically, it is unlikely that this affected response patterns
too greatly because participants were allowed to pick among HP stimuli before a sequence was
begun and responding did not ever completely drop out across sequences.
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Another potential explanation for unexpected patterns of responding is that the tasks
chosen may have been too familiar to the participants. As all participants had experience with
completing the tasks on multiple occasions for varying amounts of reward, past history with the
task may have reduced the ability to predict responding on the tasks.
Experiment II
Experiment II attempted to evaluate changes in responding across shifting magnitudes of
reward such that decreases in responding between the first and second LM sessions were defined
as negative contrast effects and increases in responding between the first and second HM
sessions were defined as positive contrast effects. All sessions were run with the LM-HM-LMHM sequence. As in Experiment I, both negative and positive contrast effects were observed for
the majority of sequences (70% and 50%, respectively). No change in responding or an increase
in responding following the LM-HM-LM sequences were observed for 10% and 20% of
sessions, respectively. A decrease in responding for the final HM session was observed for 50%
of sequences. This pattern of responding was unexpected compared to basic studies and the
effect of reinforcer magnitude on behavioral contrast (e.g., Capaldi, 1974). This was not,
however, very different from results found by Lind and colleagues (2008).
Similar to results of Experiment I, not all instances of contrast effects that met the
definitions of the study were explicable by contrast theory alone. As in Experiment I, initial
responding during the LM condition was often higher than responding in subsequent HP
conditions, such that responding did not necessarily match predictions based on reinforcement
theory (Fisher et al., 1991). In other words, while negative and positive contrast effects may have
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been obtained, levels of responding were not necessarily predictable based on the schedule of
reinforcement in effect.
Explanations for the unexpected patterns of responding include several factors that were
described in the discussion of results for Experiment I. Satiation with the reinforcer may have
affected responding, especially in light of the increased number of reinforcers experienced by
participants relative to Experiment I. That is, the difference between occasions of positive
contrast between the two experiments (67% versus 50%) may have been the direct result of
Participants receiving up to 6 times the amount of HP reinforcers in Experiment II relative to
Experiment I. While this explanation may be true for sessions where responding dropped off
dramatically across sequences (e.g., sequences 1 and 3 for Walt and sequence 5 for Charles),
many other sequences did not demonstrate this overall decrease in responding across sessions
within a sequence.
As in Experiment I, participants generally responded at higher rates for tasks associated
with “better” rewards (i.e., greater magnitude in Experiment II and more-highly-preferred in
Experiment I). That is, as in Experiment I, responding was generally higher when participants
were working for a “better” reward (in this case, greater magnitude versus greater quality in
Experiment I).
Explanations for unpredictable responding in other conditions may include outside
environmental factors as discussed for Experiment I. That is, patterns of responding across all
participants varied across days. While participants were allowed to pick which reinforcer they
would receive for completing schedule requirements, it may be that desire to engage in either the
task activity or to enjoy the reinforcers delivered were being influenced by idiosyncratic mood.
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As discussed earlier, satiation with the task may have been a factor as well. This is
supported by those sequences that saw a general decline in responding, similar to those where
satiation with the reinforcers were used to explain unexpected patterns of responding.
Idiosyncratic responding based on type of task were not manipulated in these experiments, but it
is possible that different tasks (e.g., easier or perhaps more difficult) would produce more
predictable results.
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General Discussion
Results of the two experiments were generally in agreement with the idea of negative and
positive behavioral contrast. Reductions in responding following the introduction of a reward
contingency were frequently observed by comparing break points in responding from pre- and
post-shift sessions. Similarly, increases in responding were frequently observed following a shift
from no reward or small amounts of reward to HP rewards or HM of HP stimuli delivered for
completing schedule requirements. These shifts in responding constituted negative and positive
contrast effects (Flaherty, 1996). Again, negative contrast effects were seen in the majority of
sequences for both experiments, and positive contrast effects were seen for the majority of
sequences during Experiment I and 50% of sequences for Experiment II.
These results supported many findings of basic and applied investigations of contrast and
intrinsic motivation (e.g., Flaherty, 1982). As in previous studies, contrast effects were seen
following disparate changes in reward quality or magnitude. Also, negative contrast effects were
seen more frequently than positive contrast effects (Lind, 2008). Also, as in the basic and applied
literature, contrast effects were not necessarily predictable. For some participants, contrast
effects (especially negative contrast effects) were predictable across all phases. For other
participants, contrast effects were not predictable. For others, the opposite effect was seen than
was expected. In general, these findings are in agreement with the disparate results reported in
the literature (e.g., Cox, 1975).
Some results were not in agreement with current contrast and adaption-level theory.
Specifically, in the basic literature it is generally observed that reward magnitude produced
greater negative and positive contrast that reward quality (Flaherty, 1996). In this case, however,
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reward quality produced more predictable results (especially for positive contrast) than shifting
reward magnitude. While sessions were arranged in the current studies such that disparate reward
contingencies were in place in the hopes of producing reliable contrast effects, the use of this
sequence alone did not adequately predict the occurrence of negative and positive contrast
effects and occasions under which they will occur. This suggests that other factors were involved
in affecting levels of responding to the different conditions.
Results of the current studies were in general agreement with findings of intrinsic
motivation studies (e.g., Akin-Little, 2004). Specifically, the NP-HP-NP and LM-HM-LM
sequences were similar to baseline-reward-baseline methodologies employed by basic
researchers. In general, responding did decrease following the introduction of reward. While the
positive contrast effect sequences were not specifically designed to replicate this methodology, it
stands to reason that if someone will only work for external reinforcement following its
introduction, responding should increase relative to a return to no reward baseline. The current
findings, however, are not completely congruent with the intrinsic-motivation interpretation of
results in that intrinsic motivation studies suggest a long term, pervasive negative effect on
responding in the absence of reward following the introduction of reward (Deci & Ryan, 1985).
In this case, however, responding during NP or LM returned to initial levels following a break of
at least one day between sequences. Thus no pervasive decrease in baseline responding was
observed.
Satiation with either the task or the reinforcer may have affected responding for some
participants in some sequences, Specifically, when positive contrast effects were not observed
and/or a general decreasing trend in responding across sessions regardless of condition, a general
tiring of completing the task or decreased reinforcing effectiveness of the reward stimuli may be
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responsible. This is supported by the general trend of returns to typical responding following a
break of at least one day, and may have been more easily detected had a more rapidly increasing
PR schedule been used. That is, had participants come into contact with the task and reinforcers
less frequently, decreasing patterns across sessions may not have been observed as frequently.
This confound was addressed not only through the use of the PR schedule, but through presequence choice of HP reinforcer. Alternative tasks and choice for tasks may have also decreased
this potential satiation effect. By increasing schedule requirements by a factor of 2 responses per
completion, more negative and positive contrast effects were potentially elicited. In the study by
Lind, 2008, for example, the PR schedule increased by 1, and fewer positive contrast effects
were observed than in the current study.
Overall, findings of the current study suggest that response reductions and increases
following the addition and removal of reward contingencies can be somewhat predicted. All
participants exhibited negative and positive contrast effects to some degree. Results also suggest
that responding will change somewhat predictably following predictable shifts in reward
contingencies. The results also suggest that these shifts are temporary, and that the role of
repeated exposure to the same trial or multiple deliveries of a reinforcer will make prediction of
responding more difficult.
Limitations and Directions for Future Research
The current study contained many limitations. First, because all participants were male
and had similar diagnoses, results can not be generalized to a larger population. Future studies
may wish to compare results from other populations such as an adult population or the typically
developing population. It may be, for example, that typically developing people show contrast
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effects more or less reliably due to rule-governed behavior. Another issue is that because
participants were so similar (all male, all with autism diagnosis), yet had different cognitive
abilities, results may have been less predictable. That is, future studies should compare
individuals equated in other ways to determine if qualities such as cognitive ability produce
consistent patterns of responding and contrast effects.
Another limitation is that there was no evaluation of how long contrast effects remained
in effect. That is, if more sessions had been run per schedule requirement, information could
have been gathered on the durability of the contrast effect. While the return to initial responding
rates was observed following a break of at least 1 day between sequences, and while this return
argues against the findings of intrinsic motivation studies, a more definite distinction may have
been made had multiple post-shift sessions been run. Future studies might, therefore, include
multiple post-shift sessions to determine longevity of effect.
Another limitation of the current study was the use of only one task during sessions.
While no individuals demonstrated clear satiation with the task, it is not beyond consideration
that participants may have tired of the task, which in turn affected responding. Future studies
should identify multiple tasks to be used during session, and these tasks could be randomly
assigned to sequences to control for potential satiation effect.
Another potential limitation of the study was the PR schedule employed may have been
too dense to avoid satiation effects. Future studies should consider using a PR schedule that
increases more rapidly such that interactions with the task and with reinforcers are further
minimized.
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Overall, results of the two experiments indicated that contrast effects in humans
can be observed under the appropriate conditions. In addition, relative to previous research, this
study did find that positive contrast can be demonstrated best when satiation effects are
minimized. In addition, no evidence was found to support the assertion that extrinsic reward
contingencies decrease responding in non-reward conditions. For example, several positive
contrast effects were found between NP or LM sessions (i.e., responding in the NP or LM
sessions actually increased following the addition of an extrinsic reward contingency). In
general, contrast effects were shown to occur in human participants under the right
contingencies, and these effects offer an arguably better explanation for post-reinforcement
response decrements than simply a decrease in intrinsic motivation.
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